Quick Catch Stainless Steel Field
Gate Latch
Item # 4100-2SS/2BSS – 3SS/3BSS –
35SS/35BSS
Installation Instructions
Before you begin installation, please consult your local building code and/or pool code to ensure this product is suitable for
your application. Routine maintenance and testing to ensure proper operation is required. Please leave these instructions with
the consumer/end user and advise them about testing the latch routinely to ensure proper operation.
Quick Catch Item Number

Suitable for Gate Thickness

Space Required between the Gate
and Post

4100-2SS or 4100-2BSS

1.75 – 2”

1.25”

4100-3SS or 4100-3BSS

2.75 – 3”

1.5”

4100-35SS or 4100-35BSS

3.25 – 3.5”

1.5”
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Set the gate to open both ways by hanging between the gate posts. Allow for a
1.5” space between the gate and the latch post when using the 3” or 3.5” model or
a 1.25” space if using the 2” model as shown here in Figure 1. (See table above
for specific spacing)We strongly recommend the use of horizontally adjustable
hinges when using the Quick Catch to allow for easy adjustment of the latch side
spacing. The spacing requirement can vary only a small amount and still allow the
Quick Catch to function, so adjustable hinges will make it easier to set up initially
as well as easier to maintain in the future as the gate moves with the changes in
weather, gate sagging, post heaving, etc.
If the gate is going to be ridden through on horseback, your gate and post will
need to be made and set to a sufficient height to allow for the rider on their horse
to reach the latch when it is mounted near the top of the gate as shown in Figure 2
with minimal leaning to avoid falling.
If the gate is going to be used by regular foot traffic or if wheelchair access is
needed than the latch can be set lower on the gate and post to an appropriate
height to allow for the type of traffic it will be used for. See example in Figure 3.
Once you have determined the best height to install the Quick Catch on the latch
post you can then fasten it to the gate post using the 4 stainless steel lag bolts
supplied. Remember to drill appropriately sized pilot holes for the lags to prevent
the wood from splitting. See the final latch position on the latch post in Figure 4.
Test your overall installation to ensure proper and secure Quick Catch operation,
make any necessary adjustments.
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